National University of Singapore
If you are craving for the academic challenge, Singapore is one of your
choices. National University of Singapore, or NUS as an abbreviation, is
ranked as the number 1 university of Singapore and the second ranking of
Asia. As people always keep mention to the toughness, cruelness, and
competitiveness, coming to Singapore as an exchange student was a tough
decision. And I would say what people saying is true.

How to survive in the first week
As Singapore is a pretty well-organized country as well as the university
itself, everything were well-prepared for the exchange students. What I did was
to follow all the instructions which was received by email and was very
informative.
How to prepare for studying
A way of self-preparation for studying is dependent on the module you
choose. For most of the modules, reading before class is highly recommended.
But from my experience, it’s too idealistic. You may see both people who don’t
study and people who study very hard get good result of the exam. In other
words, it would be implied that what you will get from here tends to be similar to
what you always get from our BBA programs in the condition that all of your
behavior are constant.

Life style
NUS is not located in the center of Singapore where you can go the club
and be able to walk back. Since it’s a campus built on the hill, what you will be
facing is the life style equivalent to Rang-sit campus of Thammasat University;
cheap food, many of facilities and amenities and also nearby night clubs and
bars.
Activities
There are lots of activities conducted by student community for the
exchange students. It’s nice to join the activities to make both local and
international friends. In addition, we also have Thai community in NUS which is
very helpful for new Thai students. 	
  

